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It is shown how the cone <Y(u) of superharmonic functions >O on an open set U 
in F?“, n > 3, can be recovered from the cone .Y of superharmonic functions >O on 
the whole of I?” by a process involving the operator of localization associated with 
U. .4ctually we treat the more general case where CJ is open in the Cartan-Brelot 
fine topology on IR”. As an application we obtain a new proof of a theorem of J. 
Bliedtner and W. Hansen on uniform approximation by continuous subharmonic 
functions in open sets containing a given compact set K in IR”. 
The idea of recapturing the local harmonic structure, say, on R”, n > 3, 
from the global one (i.e., from the cone 9 of superharmonic functions 20 
on the whole space R = R”) by means of a process of localization is 
classical. A refinement of this which allows us to recover even the sheaf of 
“finely harmonic” or “finely superharmonic” functions from the global 
structure plays a prominent role in the investigations on H-cones by Boboc 
et al. [3,4]. The local structure in question is then associated with the sets U 
that are open in the pne topology. This topology was introduced in classical 
potential theory by H. Cartan in 1940 as a reformulation of the notion of 
thinness (eJZement> of sets, proposed shortly before by Brelot. The line 
topology on J2 = R” is defined as the weakest topology on J2 making all 
subharmonic functions continuous. It is stronger than the standard topology 
on R. For a survey on the fine topology and some of its applications in 
analysis see [IO]. 
In the present paper we take up the localization process afresh, not in the 
very general setting of H-cones, but in the frame of a ‘+&harmonic space Sa 
with a countable base and satisfying the domination axiom (axiom D; see 
[6]). The reader who prefers a quite concrete setting may return to the 
particular case where R = R”, n 2 3; or slightly more generally, R is any 
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domain in R”, n 3 1, say, bounded if n ,< 2. For a general background in 
classical potential theory the reader is referred to Helms [ 121. 
The localization operator is derived from the sweeping-out (baluyage) 
operator, the fundamental operator in potential theory. For any s E 9 (i.e., s 
superharmonic and >O on 0) and any set A c Q one first defines the 
reduced function (G&&e) as the pointwise infimum 
Rf = inf{u E 3 1 u > s on A}. 
The swept-out of s on A, denoted R^t, is then defined as the greatest lower 
semicontinuous minorant of Rf. It is known that g:’ E ,M and that 2: = R: 
quasi everywhere (q.e.) in Q, that is, everywhere off some polar set, i.e., a set 
contained in [U = co ] for some u E 9. 
The localization operator associated with a given finely open set U c 0 
maps the cone .Y into the cone Y(u) (cf. below) as follows: The image of 
any s E .Y’ is defined as 
s,=(s-lp),“, 
the restriction to U of s less its swept-out on Q\U. Since U is only assumed 
to be open in the tine topology, it can occur that R^f” takes the value co in a 
(necessarily polar) set of points even of U (cf. [8, p. 74]), but a result on 
removable singularities [8, Theorem 9.141 shows that sU always extends by 
tine continuity so as to become finely superharmonic in all of U. (It is used 
here that 2:” is finely harmonic and <s in u\[R^F”= co], cf. 18, 
Lemma 9.71.) 
Before describing the main results of the paper we introduce some basic 
notation, generally conforming with [6] or [S]: 
.Y = the cone of superharmonic functions > 0 on Q, 
.Y = the cone of potentials on a, 
.Y” = the cone of semibounded potentials on 0, 
.Yb = the cone of locally bounded potentials on .R, 
.Y’ = the cone of finite continuous potentials on Sz. ’ 
The specific order on Y is denoted by 4, and the specific infimum and 
supremum by A and V, respectively. Thus s < t in Y means that s + u = t 
for some (necessarily unique) u E Y. 
’ The notion of a semibounded potential was introduced by Brelot [ 5 1. .VS is the band in i 
generated by .P*, and also by .P” by virtue of axiom D (cf. 18, Section 21). Thus .P = 4 in 
the notation of 161. Throughout the present paper, .Y’ may be replaced by the cone of finite 
continuous potentials of compact (harmonic) support. 
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For a finely open subset U of 0 we denote by Y’(U) the cone of all finely 
superharmonic (= finely hyperharmonic and finite q.e.) functions >O on U 
(cf. [ 81;). *
When endowed with its specific order, denoted again by <, Y(U) 
becomes (like Y above) a lower complete pre-vector lattice in the sense of 
[6, Section 8.11, that is, embeddable as the positive cone in a conditionally 
complete vector lattice (cf. [6, Proposition 11.2.1; and 8, p. 133)). 
The fine boundary of a finely open set U in 0 is denoted by 3,U. Its 
regular part (for the fine Dirichlet problem) is denoted by 
where b(A) means the base of A c 0, i.e., the set of points of 52 at which A is 
not thin. The fine closure of a set A is denoted by 2. 
In Theorem 1 we show that the localization operator s ++ sU, considered 
on a suitable band in Y’“, is an order isomorphism, in the specific orders, of 
that band onto the image of .Y”” in S’(U) ( see beginning of Section l), and 
this image is a solid (= hereditary) subcone of Y’(U) even in the pointwise 
order. 
This leads in Theorem 2 to the representation of any stable 
(= semibounded) tine potential fE 9’(U) as the sum of a sequence of fine 
potentials of the form (pJLI, where pn E 9”‘. 
As another application of Theorem 1 we establish in Theorem 3 two ways 
(inspired by [3] and [4], respectively) of characterizing the elements of 
5“(U) in terms of those in the image of 9 (or just ,Yb) under the 
localization operator s r--t s,. 
In the last section (Section 4) we apply Theorem 2 to obtain an alternative 
proof of a theorem of Bliedtner and Hansen [2]. For any compact set K c D 
this theorem asserts that a continuous real-valued function on K can be 
approximated uniformly by restrictions to K of finite and continuous subhar- 
monic functions in open sets containing K if and only if f is finely subhar- 
monic in the fine interior of K. The corresponding theorem on uniform 
approximation by harmonic functions, due to Debiard and Gaveau [ 71, is 
recovered as well. 
* For IJ a usual open set, say, U = R, we have Y(0) I ,Y, the usual superharmonic 
functions >O on 0 in the sense of [6, Section 2.21. The sign I may be replaced by equality if 
Doob’s convergence axiom is imposed (cf. [6, Section 1.1 I), m other words if D is a ?)-Brelot 
space (cf. [6, Proposition 9.2.1, Corollary 3.1.2, Exercise 3.1.31). All this is proved in 18, 
Section 10.41, noting that Doob’s convergence property is equivalent to saying that every 
hyperharmonic function on Q which is tinite on a dense set (e.g., finite q.e.) is superharmonic 
(cf. [6, p. 37; and 8, Theorem 9.81). Doob’s convergence property is presupposed in [S], but it 
enters only in 18, Section IO]. 
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1. THE LOCALIZATION OPERATOR ON SEMIBOUNDED POTENTIALS 
Consider a fixed finely open set U c Q, and denote by <B(U) the band in 
Y(U) formed by all fine potentials on U, that is, those p E .Y(U) for which 
every finely subharmonic minorant in U is <O (cf. [S, Section lo]). 
The finite fine potentials on U generate the band C9”(U) in 9(U) 
consisting of all stable (= semibounded) fine potentials on U (cf. [8, Sections 
10.9, 11.18 I).” Thus p E .9”(U) if and only if p is representable as the 
pointwise sum of a sequence of finite fine potentials on U such that this sum 
is finite q.e. in U. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If p E 9’ then pa E CP”(U), and p” has theJne limit 
0 q.e. at the fine boundary 3&J. 
ProoJ: Clearly p - l?,C’ is finely continuous and 20 in G off the polar 
set e = [p = co], and p - 2:” = 0 on b(C U)\e, hence q.e. in C U, in 
particular q.e. on a,U. 
For any finely subharmonic minorant u of p,, in U we therefore have 
fine lim sup v(x) < 0 
I+Y,XEU 
q.e. for y E a,U, 
and since u < pr/ <p in U, with p E ,Ps, it follows from the fine boundary 
minimum principle [8, Theorem 9.11 that v < 0 in U. As pu E ,Y (U), this 
shows that pa is a fine potential on U. Writing p = Cp,, with p, E 9’ (cf. 
footnote 1), we obtain p” = C(p,Ju, a sum of finite fine potentials, hence 
stable (cf. footnote 3). 1 
LEMMA 1.2. For any function f > 0 on a, 8 is Jinely harmonic in every 
Jinely open set V in which 7~ I?r < co. (Here ; denotes the smallest finely 
upper semicontinuous majorant of J) 
3 For U = R we have .?$(a) I .ir”, and there is equality if Doob’s convergence property is 
imposed (cf. [8, Theorem 10.121 and the preceding note). In the case of an arbitrary finely 
open set U c R it can be shown that a fine potential p E .V(U) is stable if and only if p is 
semibounded in the sense corresponding to that of Brelot IS], viz., 
inf u~lP>Al=O 
AER p 
q.e. in U. 
Here “d indicates balayage with respect to the cone of finely hyperharmonic functions >O on 
(I, and [p > d] = (x E U 1 p(x) > d). An equivalent condition is 
inf “I? -0 
.leR (P-A)+ - 
q.e. in U. 
The term stable was proposed in 181 on account of a different characterization (cf. 18, 
Definition 10.91). 
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Proof: Write u := gf, and choose a locally bounded potential q > 0 on 
S. Every point x E V has an open neighbourhood w in 52 in which there is 
defined a harmonic function h > 0. We may suppose thatf(x) < h(x) < U(X). 
Choose a > 0 so that h(x) ( aq(x), and a regular finely open set W with 
xE WC @c Vnw so that 
f<h<u, h < aq in I% 
This is possible because the regular finely open sets form a basis for the fine 
topology [S, Section 4.31. It follows from [8, Corollary 9.41 that 
f(y)<h(y)=~hde:W+d&:w, ally E W. 
The hyperharmonic function R^t w is given by 
ItfW(y) = j ?A de,cW, all y E Q, 
and hence satisfies l?i w >f everywhere in W, and q.e. in C W because u >f 
q.e. In view of [8, Corollary 11.81 it follows that R^k w > Rf= U, hence 
@ w = a, and so u is indeed finely harmonic in W according to [8, 
Lemma 9.3 or Lemma 9.71. I 
LEMMA 1.3. Let f E 9(U) be majorized in U by some semibounded 
potential on R, that is, let 
p :=&k9’S. 
Then pu <f: If, in addition, f is finely harmonic in a fine boundary strip v\F 
(FJinely closed, F c U), and if; moreover, p is jkite valued, then 
fii; FE; f(x) = 0 at every y E c?,, U, (1) 
and, moreover, pu z 0 implies f = 0. 
ProoJ In view of [8, Sections 9.14, 9.151 on removable singularities for 
finely (hyper)harmonic functions we may suppose that F and C U are basic 
sets; otherwise replace F by b(F) and U by the regular finely open set 
r(V) := C b(C u), 
and recall that a,,,(U) = a,(r( U)) is basic too (cf. [ 8, Lemma 12.41). 
The extension off to R by 0 in C U will likewise be denoted by J We 
begin by proving the latter part of the theorem. The restriction offto U/F is 
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a fine superfunction for the restriction of (the extended) f to axv\F) = 
(a,U) U (a& (cf. 18, Section 14.31). This is because f is finely (hyper)har- 
manic in u\F and finely continuous and >O in U. Writing 
we therefore have f> s > 0 in u\F. According to [ 8, Theorem 14.71 it 
follows that 
,fe&&-l-l s(x) = 0 for yEa,U, 
=.f(y) for y E 3,F. 
(2) 
The former part of (2) will imply (1) once we have shown that f = s in 
u\F. Now f - s is finely harmonic and >O in u\F, for f is finely harmonic 
in v\F by hypothesis, and s is so by [8, Theorem 14.61 since 0 < s <p < co. 
The extension w off - s by 0 in F is therefore finely hypoharmonic (and 
>O) in U in view of the latter assertion in (2) (see [8, Lemma 10.11). But 
w <f in U, and f is a fine potential on U, so we conclude that w = 0 in U 
and hence f = s in u\F. 
From the former assertion in (2) we therefore infer, again by 18, 
Lemma 10.11, that the extended f is finely subharmonic in C F because f is 
supposed to be finely harmonic in u\F. Hence p = gf (E 9’) is finely 
harmonic in C F according to [8, Lemma 9.71. Now, if pa = 0 then p = kzL’ 
is finely harmonic in U, again by [8, Lemma 9.71, and so altogether in 
UU (C F) = 0. But p E .Ps c .4’(Q), so p is a fine potential on J2 (cf. 
footnote 3), and consequently p = 0. 
Returning to the hypothesis stated in the former part of the lemma, we 
note that pu E Y”(U) by Proposition 1.1. The preceding lemma shows that p 
is finely harmonic in the finely open set 
v:= (XE Ulf(x) <p(x) < co) 
because f”= f there, by the fine continuity off in U. For the same reason we 
have f <p everywhere in U. Hence f -p is finely superharmonic in V, and 
even in the finely open set Q, := v\[ p = co ] on account of [8, Lemma 10.11. 
It follows that 
f-P”=(f-P)+R^y (in UJ 
is finely superharmonic in U, . It remains to prove that f - pu > 0 in U,, , for 
then f -pu extends by fine continuity to a function in Y(U) according to 18, 
Theorem 9.141. 
To show that f - pa > 0 in U,, note that f - pu = p - pu > 0 in U,\V. An 
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application of [ 8, Theorem 9.11 now shows that f- pv > 0 in V and hence in 
V,. In fact, 
q.e. for y E 3, V, 
viz., q.e. for y E J,U by Proposition 1.1 since f > 0; and everywhere on 
Uon i3,V (c U,\V). M oreover, f -pu > f -p > -p (in U,) with p E 9”. 
This completes the proof that pu <J: 1 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The specific restriction of a semibounded potential 
p E 9’ to a finely closed set A c LI equals 
1, .p=p Al?;. 
Proof: The specific multiplication within 9 (cf. [ 13, No. 12; and 6, 
Chap. 81) agrees, when considered on 9”” only, with the specific 
multiplication within Y’(n) (the stable tine potentials on Q), as defined in 
[8, Sections 11.19-11.221 ( now applied to the whole of Q in place of a finely 
open subset). Since 9”” c Y’(Q) (cf. footnote 3), and since it suffices to 
consider the specific multiplication within Yb, this follows easily from [8, 
Theorem 9.81 by use of the uniqueness result [6, Theorem 8.1.11. In 
particular, 1, . p is finely harmonic q.e. in U := CA, and hence 
-A R IA.p = ‘A *P (3) 
according to [8, Corollary lO.ll]. We therefore obtain 
PA~~=(l”‘p+l,‘p)A(R^:(I.~+lA’p) 
=((lU’P)Ax:U.~)+ ‘A ‘P 
(cf. [6, Proposition 8.1. I], applicable in view of [8, p. 1331). It remains to 
prove that 
(1” *p)A&! =o for every s E Y. 
We may suppose that U is regular, hence an ordinary F, set. In view of 18, 
Theorem 11.211 it suffices therefore to verify the above equation with U 
replaced by any finely closed set F c U. Now, 1, . p is finely harmonic q.e. 
in C F, while Z?t is finely harmonic q.e. in C A = U. Hence (1, . p) A I?: is 
finely harmonic q.e. in U U C F = a, and majorized there by the stable fine 
potential p E zF(Q), whence the result by virtue of [8, Lemma 10.91. i 
Remark. Under supplementary hypotheses on the harmonic space a, 
e.g., in the case of a Green space (thus in particular in classical potential 
580/49/l-5 
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theory on R “, n > 3), it is easily shown that the conclusion of the above 
proposition remains in force for any (not necessarily semibounded) potential 
p on 0, provided that the finely closed set A is not (co-)thin at any one of its 
points. 
We shall denote by 1” . .Y” the set of all specific restrictions to U of 
semibounded potentials on Q, 
1”. 9S={1”.pIpEL9-=} 
= {pEY l,*p=p} 
= {pE.PSIpAzz,C”=O}, 
where the second equation follows from 1” . (1” . p) = 1” . p, and the third 
one from the above proposition. 
Clearly 1” . .JF is a band in .PS. The localization operator p up” 
satisfies 
P”= (1LI.P)” for any p E .8”. (4) 
Writing u := 1~ ” . p, we have in fact R^i” = u by (3), and hence 
-cu l”.p-g$=p-R, 
by the additivity of the balayage. (The equation holds first q.e., next 
everywhere in B by fine continuity.) 
THEOREM 1. The localization operator p ~-+p” from 1” . 9’ into 
.7”(U) is a a-additive order isomorphism, in the specific orders on 9”” and 
<P”(U), of 1” * .YS onto its image 
{P”l PE.YS17 
which is a solid (= hereditary) subcone of S’(U), even in the pointwise 
order. Thus, if f E 9’“(U) and if f < q” for some q E 7, then f =p” for 
some p E ,B’. 
ProoJ: The o-additivity is evident. By (4), the mapping p HP” has the 
same range whether p varies in .Y’” or in 1” . ?, and this common range is 
contained in Y”“(U) by Proposition 1.1. In view of the stability we may 
suppose that U is regular, i.e., C U ’ b is asic. Otherwise just replace U by 
r(U) = C b(C v), noting that the difference r(U)\U is polar, hence removable 
as a singularity set for finely superharmonic functions 20 (cf. [8, 
Theorem 9.14]), and also for stable fine potentials [8, Definition 10.91. 
We first prove that 
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for p, q E 1, . 9’“. The implication “a” is valid, even for p, q E .P”, by the 
additivity of the balayage. The opposite implication will be deduced from the 
fact that (writing C u =A) 
PvGq,*PGq and I?; < R^;, (5) 
when qEY,pE 1,. Y, and hence p A R^c = 0 (cf. Proposition 1.4). Since 
R^,A =p in b(A) = A, (5) follows from [4, Proposition 51.21 applied to the 
balayage B: p I-P I?; on the H-cone 9. 
Suppose that pu < qu (in S’(v)), and that p, q E 1 U .Y’“. We shall prove 
that p < q (in J?““). Since ,4p c Y(a) (cf. footnote 2), and 
P,“=P”+~;~ 4,u=4u+~$ 
it follows from (5) that p < q, and that p, u < q, u in Y(U). 
Consider first the case where p is harmonic in Ll\K for some compact set 
Kc U. Then u := q -p is well-defined, >O, and superharmonic (hence finely 
superharmonic) in L?\K. As p, u Q q, u, u may also be taken to be finely 
superharmonic and >O in U, thus actually in all of Q. In particular, u is a 
usual hyperharmonic function in R (cf. [8, Theorem 9.81) and since 
u < q E Z+, we conclude that u E .F, so that indeed p < q in this case. 
In the general case we represent the regular finely open set U as the union 
of an increasing sequence of compact sets K,, and write 
Pn := 1,/P, 
the specific restriction of p to K,. Then pn is harmonic in C K,, and pn <p. 
It follows that (pJu<pu< qu (in S’(U)), and so p, < q (in Y”), as just 
shown. Consequently, 
P= l,*P=yP,<q. 
n 
To prove that { pu ] p E 7) is solid in Y’(U), let fE S’(U) and 
qE 1” . Y be given such that f < qu. We first show that the subset 
Jd := IP”I PE 1cI*~“~Pu<fl 
of Y’(u) is inductive in the specific order on Y(U). Consider a net (P~)~~, 
in 1, .3’S such that each (pi)” <f, and that the net ((P,)~) increases with 
respect o the specific order on S’(u). Since pu <f < qu for every p as in 
the definition of ,c4, we infer from (5) that pi < q for all i E I. According to 
(5), (P~)~~, increases pointwise to some p,, < q, hence p. E 9”“. It follows that 
(p,,)” is the pointwise limit (first q.e., next everywhere in U), hence the 
specific supremum, of the specifically increasing net ((P~)~)~~, (cf. [S, 
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p. 1321). It follows that (P~)~ <A and so (P~)~, E &, showing that (d, < ) 
is indeed inductive. 
Let g =pU (<f) denote a maximal element of (J@‘, <), whereby p E 9”“. 
We complete the proof by showing that g =J Suppose by contradiction that 
g +tf: Then h := f - g E Y”(U), and h <f < qu < q in U. Being regular, U is 
the union of an increasing sequence of compact sets K,. Choose s E Yb, 
s > 0, and denote by h, = 1,“. h the specific restriction of h to the finely 
closed set 
F, := (x E K, 1 h(x) < ns(x)} 
(cf. [ 8, Section 11.201). According to [8, Section 11.211, h, increases 
specifically in Y”(U) to h (since polar sets are negligible with respect to 
specific multiplication of stable fine potentials), and we may thus choose n 
so that h, # 0. Now, h, is finely harmonic q.e. in U/F,, and hence h, < ns 
(in u) by the line domination property [8, Corollary 10.111. In particular, h, 
is finite, hence finely harmonic everywhere in v\F, by [8, Corollary 9.151. 
According to Lemma 1.3, p,, := R^h”, (<ns) therefore satisfies p, E <gab, 
(~,>,<h,, and (p,)v # 0. From 
pu+ Wu<g+h,<g+h=f, 
we thus see that (p +p,& is in JVZ. But it majorizes p. = g properly, 
contradicting the maximality of g. 1 
COROLLARY. The image ( pu 1 p E 9”“) is a sublattice of 9’(U) with the 
speciJic order, and 
( ) A Pi = A (Pi)Uy iEI cl iel 
i 1 
V Pi = V (PilLI’ 
iGf cl is1 
for any family (pi),,, in 1 U . 9’ (majorized specljically in 9”” in the case of 
supremum). 
Remark. Theorem 1 remains valid if the cone 9’ is replaced throughout 
by .Y*, or by any other subcone of .Ps which is solid in the pointwise order. 
This is an immediate consequence of (5) above. 
2. A REPRESENTATION OF STABLE FINE POTENTIALS 
THEOREM 2. The band 9’(U) of stable fine potentials on U is generated 
by the cone of all p,,, where p ranges over 9”“, or just 9’. 
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Proof: We shall prove that every fE S’(U) is representable as the 
pointwise sum of a sequence ((p,)“) with each pn E 9’, or equivalently as 
the specific supremum of a specifically increasing sequence ((p,J,,) with 
pn E ,9’ (cf. [8, p. 1321). Since the band 9” is generated by 9’, it suffices 
to establish this assertion with .Ps in place of 9’. Similarly, we may assume 
that f is finite. 
Choose a strict potential q E 9*, whence qv > 0 in U (cf. ]6, 
Proposition 7.2.21). Let f, denote the specific restriction off to 
(cf. [8, Section 11.211). Then f, is finely harmonic q.e. (in fact everywhere) 
in WA,,, and hence f, < nq, in all of U by [8, Corollary 10.111. Thus 
Theorem 1 applies to show that f, = (p,)v for some p, E 9”“. Finally, (f,) 
increases specifically to f according to [ 8, Theorem 11.2 1 ] because (A,,) 
increases to U. 1 
COROLLARY. In the classical case where R is an open set in R” (of non- 
polar complement if n < 2) every stable fine potential f E Y”(U) admits an 
integral representation 
f @) = 1 G% Y> W9, XE u, 
in terms of a unique positive o-finite Bore1 measure p on U, the Green 
function GU( ., y) on U with pole at y E U being defined by localization of the 
Green function G(., y) on R with the same pole: 
G”(.,Y) = (3.3 Y> - 8:: .yj in U. 
In fact, by the above theorem we may assume that f =pv for some 
p E 9’. By the F. Riesz global representation theorem there is a unique 
positive measure ,U on R such that 
P = . G(., Y) d/t(y). I 
It follows easily that 
and so 
.f=p-R^;"= j GU(.,y)44y) in U, 
cl 
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noting that G(., y) = l?$, ,Yj q.e. in C U. It is known that ,u does not charge 
the polar sets, hence U is indeed p-measurable, as it differs only by a polar 
set from the F,-set C b(C u). It remains only to replace ,U by its trace on U. 
As to the uniqueness of ,U we refer to [ 11). 
3. LOCALIZATION IN THE CONE OF POSITIVE 
SUPERHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
We continue the study of the localization operator 
sl--+s,=(s-zq”),” 
mapping .Y into Y(U) and ,Ps into Y”“(u), where U denotes a finely open 
subset of R. 
THEOREM 3. The following are equivalent for any function 
f: u-+ [O, +co]: 
(a) f is finely hyperharmonic in U, 
(b) f is representable as the pointwise supremum of an increasing 
sequence (f,) of functions of the form f, = (s,)“, s, E 9’; 
(c) for any s E .ia there exists t E 9 such that inf(f, sU) = t,. 
In statements (2) and (3) 9 may be replaced by .8” or 9’. 
Proof: Choose a strict potential q E 9’ on 0, and note that qr/ > 0 in U 
by [6, Proposition 7.2.21. 
(a) + (b). Writing f, = infdf, nq,) we have f, E S’(U), f, < (nq),, and 
hence f, = (s,)” for suitable s, E 9’ by the remark to Theorem 1. Clearly 
df,) increases pointwise to J Conversely, (b) S- (a) by [8, Corollary 2, 
p. 841. 
C-9 * (4. Let f, = (sA with s, E Y’“, and suppose that df,) increases 
pointwise to J Then inf(f,, sU) = (t,),., for a certain t,, E 1, . .PS according 
to Theorem 1. From (t,)” < (t,+ i)U < s,., we obtain t, < t,, , < s by (5), and 
hence the pointwise limit t = lim, t, < s is in 9. Finally, 
t, = lim(tJu = infdf sU), 
n 
first q.e. and next everywhere in U by fine continuity (since f is finely 
hyperharmonic by (l), hence finely continuous by [8, Theorem 9.101). 
Conversely, (c) S- (b) because f, := inf(f nq,) = (s,& for suitable s, E 9, 
and (f,) increases pointwise toJ 
Remark. In the case where f is supposed in addition to be finite in a 
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finely dense set, statement (1) means that f is finely superharmonic (cf. [8, 
Theorem 12.91). The equivalence of (a) and (b) in this case was stated in [2, 
p. 1061 (cf. also [3, p. 1521). Altogether, Theorem 3 above was inspired by 
[3] and [4], where conditions corresponding to (b) and (c) above are 
considered in the frame of standard H-cones (generalizing the present cone 
,4p of superharmonic functions >O on a harmonic space). 
4. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION BY HARMONIC OR 
SUPERHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
In this section K denotes a compact subset of a harmonic space R with a 
countable base satisfying axiom D (e.g., B = IR”), and K’ denotes the 
interior of K in the fine topology. 
C(K) will denote the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions on 
K, and M(K) its dual space, the real Radon measures on K. Uniform closure 
is indicated by a bar. 
H(K), rev. S(K), will denote the set of all restrictions to K of harmonic, 
resp. finite continuous superharmonic, functions defined in open sets 
containing K. 
THEOREM 4. The uniform closure of H(K), resp. of S(K), is the set of all 
functions in C(K) which are finely harmonic, resp. fmely superharmonic, in 
theJne interior K’. 
For the harmonic case this is due to Debiard and Gaveau [7]. A localized 
version had been given in [9]. A generalization of the theorem (still for the 
harmonic case) to harmonic spaces without axiom D has been given by 
Bliedtner and Hansen [ 11. 
For the continuous superharmonic ase the theorem is due to Bliedtner 
and Hansen [2] (again without assuming axiom D). 
It is well known that the common Choquet boundary of H(K) and S(K), 
hence also of their closures, equals the fine boundary K\K’ of K (cf. [ 1 I). 
(This will not be used in the sequel.) 
Alternative proo$ Every function from H(K), resp. S(K), is finely 
harmonic, resp. finely superharmonic in K’ (cf. [8, Lemma 9.61). 
Conversely, suppose that f E C(K) is finely harmonic, resp. finely 
superharmonic in K’. With appeal to the Hahn-Banach theorem we shall 
consider a measure ~1 E M(K) such that ~12 0 on H(K), resp. S(K), and we 
must prove that p(f) > 0. 
For any open set w ZI K and any s E 9’ (i.e., any locally bounded 
potential on a), I?! w is harmonic in w. Its restriction to K thus satisfies 
*C@-I,, E H(K) (c SW)h 
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and hence, by hypothesis on ,u, 
1’ li,c w dp = 0. 
Making o decrease to K through a sequence we infer that 
J sdpCK = J ‘lt,c”dp=O, (6) 
showing that, in view of [6, Theorem 2.3.11, 
P 3 CK=O 
in the sense that (J f)CK = (K)~~. Now write 
h(x) = I’fdc;“, x E K. 
Recall that balayage of a function or a measure on C K gives the same result 
as balayage on C K’, the line closure of C K. Since K’ is clearly regular (that 
is, C K’ is a basic set), h is the unique solution to the following “line 
Dirichlet problem”: 
h is finely continuous on K, 
h is finely harmonic in K’, 
h =f in K\K’. 
In fact eCK=cCK’- - E, for x in the basic set C K’, and so the assertions 
follow irom [8, Emma 9.31 applied to B = c?,K’ (which is a basic set, cf. [8, 
Lemma 12.4]), the uniqueness from [8, Theorem 9.11. We now obtain 
)‘hdp=i(fdc:K)dp(x) 
= ‘fd 
! f 
ctK dp(x) =i’fdpCK = 0, 
(7) 
whereby the third equality follows from a result due to Brelot (cf. 16, 
Proposition 7.1.41). (Again we may split ,u = p + -p -.) 
This settles in particular the harmonic case since h =f in that case, by the 
above uniqueness. In the superharmonic case write 
g :=f- h. 
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By application of the fine boundary minimum principle [ 8, Theorem 9.11 it is 
easily shown that g is a (finite) fine potential relative to K’, and hence 
g, K, E 9’(K’). 
According to Theorem 2 there exists a sequence (p,) c 9” such that 
QK, - c (P”)K’ = c (P, - R^,c”K’) (in K’). 
n n 
Here s pn d, > 0 because (pJIK E S(K); and 
by (6) applied to s =p,. Since p, = @inK’ in C K’ it follows that 
J K, (P, - R^;.“‘, dp 2 0, 
and hence SK g dp = I,, g Q > 0 because g = 0 in K\K’. Adding (7) we 
conclude that indeed 
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